June 18, 2020

Do You Want an Artificial Intelligence Doctor?

What happens if Artificial Intelligence (AI) is used to take the place of your doctor, or doctors are required to use the computer’s treatment protocols and not their own best judgment?

Babylon Health says they are “pioneering [artificial intelligence] to make healthcare universally accessible and affordable.” The company says its “AI has been designed around a doctor’s brain to provide accessible health care for millions in the palm of their hands.” Babylon says it provides “information on possible medical conditions and common treatments,” but that it “does not provide a diagnosis.”

Consider what happened when Microsoft replaced its human news editors with AI-empowered robots. A robot published a photo of the wrong person. Do you trust artificial intelligence to diagnose and treat you?


“Al software at Microsoft’s MSN misidentifies mixed-race Little Mix singers, report says,” Alexandra Garrett, CNet, June 9, 2020: https://cnet.co/2UOGLwu
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